
Lost in the Woods 
A solo game by Robert Johnson 

senorbaub@aol.com 
One player - Ages 10 and up 

 
Story: Ichabod Crane is returning home from the evening’s festivities at 
the mansion but he is now being pursued by the mysterious Headless 
Horseman though the woods.  Ichabod must reach the bridge on the 
other side of the woods before he is confronted by the Headless 
Horseman and never seen again. 
 
Object of the Game:  Place nine Forest cards between the Mansion card 
and Bridge card. 
 
Game Play Overview:  Lost in the Woods is a solo push your luck game 
in which the player is trying to draw pairs of Forest cards  with the same 
good luck symbol while trying to avoid drawing pairs of Fright cards 
which will wipe away all previously drawn cards.  There is also a pool of 
‘time’ cubes which represents how long before the Headless Horseman 
makes his final move and causes Ichabod to disappear forever. These 
cubes are consumed during various actions and events and if there are 
no cubes available when the player is forced to spend any the player has 
lost the game. 
 
Components: Lost in the Woods is made up of 40 cards and 13 ‘time’ 
cubes. The cards consist of 1 Mansion card, 1 Bridge card, 1 Clock card, 
18 Forest cards, 12 Fright cards, 3 Wishing Well cards, 1 Torch card, 1 
Compass card, 1 Lightning card, and 1 Headless Horseman card. 
 
Setup:  To setup the game take the Mansion card and Bridge card and 
place them in the play area so that approximately 9 Forest cards will fit 
between them as shown in the following diagram.  This is called the 
Forest row. Then take the Clock card and place it above the Bridge card. 
Take the 13 cubes and place them on the Clock card.  Then shuffle the 
remaining cards to make the draw deck and place them face down 
above the Clock card and to the left as shown in the diagram.  The area 
to the right of the draw deck is where discarded cards are to be placed. 
 

 
 

How to Play:  There are two main card types in Lost in the Woods: 
Forest cards and Fright cards. 
 
Forest cards have a value at the top, path icons on the sides, and one of 
three good luck symbols on the bottom: a penny, a four leaf clover, or 
an acorn. 
 
Forest card example: 

 
 

Fright cards show a forest animal and there are three types: a wolf, an 
owl, and a bat. 
 
Fright card example:  

 
 

Lost in the Woods is played over several short rounds. During a round 
the player draws cards from the draw deck trying to draw pairs of Forest 
cards that have the same good luck symbol in order to add cards to the 
Forest row while trying to avoid drawing pairs of Fright cards.  If pairs of 
Forest cards are drawn then one card from each pair can be claimed and 
placed in the Forest row provided the path icon matches up with the 



previously placed Forest card or the Mansion card if no Forest cards 
have been placed yet. 
 
To start a round the player draws a card from the draw deck.  If it is a 
Forest card or Fright card it is placed face up to the left of the draw 
deck.  This is the start of the Fright row.  Unless two of the same Fright 
cards are drawn the player, at any point, can choose to keep drawing 
cards, claim Forest cards from any matching pairs that are present, or 
swipe and discard the current Fright row. However, if a pair of the same 
Fright cards is drawn then all cards in the Fright row are automatically 
swiped and discarded and no Forest cards from matching pairs can be 
claimed. A new round is then started. 
 
The draw deck will run out of cards a number of times during the game. 
When this happens shuffle the discard pile and continue playing as 
normal. 
 
Time Cube Costs:  
 
The cubes on the Clock card represent how long until the Headless 
Horseman finally moves in.  Various actions and events will either cost 
or gain cubes. 
 

Action/Event: Cost: 

Swipe and discard the cards in the Fright row 
when at least one pair of Forest cards is present 

zero cubes 

Swipe and discard the cards in the Fright row 
when no pairs of Forest cards are present 

one cube 

Claim a single Forest card from each matching 
pair in the Fright row and place in the Forest row 

one cube 

Draw a matching pair of Fright cards two cubes 

   
Special Rules for the Beginning of the Rounds: 
 
If there are no Forest cards placed in the Forest row then all Fright cards 
that are drawn are discarded until a Forest card is drawn and placed in 
the Fright row. After that Fright cards are placed in the Fright row like 
normal. 
 

Once there is at least one Forest card placed in the Forest row then 
when Fright cards are drawn they are placed in the Fright row; however, 
if there are no Forest cards in the Fright row yet and a Fright card is 
drawn that matches a Fright card already in play and then it is 
discarded. 
 
Special Cards: 
 
When any of the special action/event cards are drawn then the action is 
performed if the player chooses or the event is resolved and then it is 
discarded. Descriptions of the special cards are as follows: 
 
Wishing Well Cards: If a Wishing Well card is drawn that has the same 
good luck symbol as the symbol on the lead Forest card in the Forest 
row then the player gains two Time cubes that have previously been 
spent. 
 
Torch Card: If the Torch card is drawn then the player can spend one 
Time cube in order to discard all Fright cards in play in the Fright row. 
 
Compass Card: If the Compass card is drawn then the player can discard 
the lead Forest card and gain the number of spent Time cubes equal to 
the value at the top of the Forest card. 
 
Lightning Card: If the lightning card is drawn then one Forest card in the 
Fright row must be discarded if any are in play. 
 
Headless Horseman Card: If the Headless Horseman card is drawn then 
Time cubes equal to the value on the lead Forest card must be 
discarded. 
 
End of game:  
 
If at any point during the game the player is required to spend Time 
cubes but there are not enough on the Clock card then the Headless 
Horseman has moved in to make his final move and the game is lost. 
 
If the player manages to place nine Forest cards in the Forest row and 
reaches the Bridge card then Ichabod is safe from the Headless 
Horseman (for now) and the game has been won. 


